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FIRST TIME BUYER

Guide



GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Your first step is to book a discovery call with our advisors to discuss your
goals and establish how we can help you on your home buying journey.
After we've listened to your plans and gained a detailed understanding of
your financial circumstances, we will use our expertise to determine the
amount you can afford to borrow and to give you an idea of the monthly
costs and the fees to budget for.

Getting ready to buy your
first home

AFFORDABILITY

After reviewing your personal information and establishing affordability,
we will look into the various mortgage options available to you. We will
then work on a mortgage in principle with the most suitable lender for
you; this will include a credit check and acts as proof to sellers that you
can afford what you are offering them.
Most estate agents will ask if you have a mortgage in principle when you
want to offer on a property, so having this secured will put you in the best
position to be able to proceed.



FINDING ‘THE ONE’

Now for the fun part! Begin looking into properties within your price
range. Have a think about which features of a house are important to you.
What are you willing to compromise? Is location important to you? Get
yourself out viewing as many properties as possible.

Once you have found your dream property, you can negotiate your offer
through the estate agent or via the owner if it's a private sale. Don't be
afraid to offer lower than the asking price; legally, estate agents must
present all offers to the seller. We will be on hand to guide you through
this process and can offer our thoughts on where to start.

THE LEGALITIES

Once your offer has been accepted, we will apply for your mortgage and
organise with your lender to arrange a valuation on the property. We will
also instruct a solicitor.

We have a panel of solicitors we can refer you to work with, which allows
us to save you further time by receiving updates directly and the ease of
following up on anything that needs chasing for you.



SURVEYING THE PROPERTY

Once we submit your mortgage application, the lender will review your
circumstances and validate your income by assessing your payslips and
bank statements. They will also instruct a surveyor to value the property;
if a potential problem with the property is discovered, you can hire a
builder or tradesperson to take a look and quote you a price to fix it. You
can then use this information to lower your initial offer on the property.

When all checks have been completed, you will be issued with your final
mortgage offer which is the point at which you know you have been
approved for the mortgage.

PLAN FOR FUTURE FINANCIAL PEACE OF MIND 

Now that we have finalised your mortgage, we will turn to ensuring you
and your family will be protected against life's uncertainties. By listening
to what is important to you and noting any worries you may have if the
worst was to happen, we will recommend a tailor-made solution for your
protection needs and apply these for you.

We only work with insurers who offer a high standard of care, have
excellent claims payment history and whose cover will provide you with a
good level of protection.



Once your solicitor has received their copy of the mortgage offer and
satisfied all enquiries and searches, they will then prepare a report on
their findings and providing everything is satisfactory, they will request
your deposit funds and exchange contracts. This is the point whereby the
sale becomes legally binding!

Your solicitor will total up a completion statement detailing all remaining
fees and stamp duty costs. They will request funds from the mortgage
lender and transfer this along with your deposit money to the vendor's
solicitor. You will then sign a transfer deed and once the funds have been
confirmed as received, you will officially be the legal owner of your new
home and can collect the keys.

We will start your insurances from day one so that you are protected. And
finally, all that's left to say is.. Congratulations! 

SEARCHES

The solicitor will raise enquiries with the seller's solicitor and review the
draft contract pack. They will also request local and environmental
searches and any other search required, to ensure that there are no legal
issues to prevent you from your buying your home.

EXCHANGE OF CONTRACTS

COMPLETION
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